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ABSTRACT  
The paper examines infantile autism in childhood and adolescence in Nigeria and its counselling 

implications. It argues that childhood and adolescence are distinct periods within the lifespan of an 

individual which is different from adulthood and indeed is accompanied by a variety of psychological 

problems including infantile autism. It stresses that, infantile autism whose onset is from infancy persist 

into adolescents and beyond. This, if not properly managed may result to poor development, affecting the 

behavior and total wellbeing of an individual. It notes that, out of ignorance, this problem is taken for 

granted by parents, teachers and care givers among others. The paper therefore, pointed a number of 

factors responsible for this problem such as biological, perceptual cognitive, environmental and 

psychodynamic model. It further identified some features of this disorder to include impairment in social 

interactions, display of inappropriate or flat effect and self destructive behavior among others. 

Consequently, the paper suggested behavioral therapy, communication training, parenting training, 

educational training, medical and related interventions and community integration as possible approaches 

for intervention. Finally, some counselling recommendations were made to include, parents’ 

enlightenment, educating teachers on their role in the treatment of children with this autism disorder, 

engaging the affected children in therapeutic sessions, public enlightenment and government intervention 

in the establishment and funding of counselling centres.  
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INTRODUCTION 

Childhood and adolescence are distinct periods within the lifespan of an individual which is different 

from adulthood. However the exact age range can slightly vary based on the source of information. It is 

indeed a delicate stage and period of great concern in the life of an individual, followed by a variety of 

psychological problems at home, school and many other settings which often, out of ignorance, are taken 

for granted by parents, teachers and care givers among others. These problems if not properly managed 

may result to poor development, affecting the behavior and total wellbeing of an individual. Most of these 

problems whose onset is from infancy persist into adolescents and beyond. In a situation where the 

problematic behavior of such individuals persistently occupies their lives and become part of them, it is 

termed a disorder.  

There are a variety of disorders which can affect individual childhood and adolescence ranging from 

behavioral, emotional, developmental and learning among others. In Nigeria, there exist abundant 

evidence of existence and prevalence of childhood and adolescent disorders such as anxiety, autism, 

depression, bed wetting, learning disabilities, and mental retardation, among others (Ortese, 2009). 
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Sometimes people consider these disorders to be interminable but conversely, they can be treated. 

Children and adolescence suffer these disorders because of ignorance on the part of parents, teachers, and 

caregivers and this has results into many cases of school dropout, stigmatization, ill-health and even loss 

of lives. This paper seeks to discuss infantile autism in childhood and adolescence with the view of 

correcting the erroneous doubt of the possibility of its treatment therefore, providing a path way for the 

diagnosis and treatment of individuals with such disorder. 

Childhood and Adolescence 

The concept of childhood and adolescence is a subject of diverse definitions. Childhood is often divided 

into at least three sub-stages namely; infant/toddler years (ages 0-3), marked by significant physical and 

cognitive development as well as dependence on caregivers (American Academy of Pediatrics [AAP], 

2016). These trends continue during the preschool years (ages 3-5) as children develop more 

independence and start preschool. The school age years (ages 6-12), also called middle childhood, are 

signified by increases in independence, cognitive development, physical growth, social engagement, and 

maturation. Sometimes, the school age years are broken into two smaller stages known as middle 

childhood (ages 6-8) and late childhood (ages 9-11) to help clarify developmental tasks (Centers for 

Disease Control and Prevention [CDCP], 2016). 

However the African Charter on the Rights and Welfare of the Child (1990) adapted, Article 1 of the 

United Nations Convention on the Rights of the Child (CRC)
 
which defines a child as 'any person under 

the age of 18 years unless, under the law applicable to the child, majority is attained earlier. In Article 2 

of the African Charter on the Rights and Welfare of the Child (African Children's Charter), a child is 

defined more concisely as every human being below the age of eighteen years.  The definition of a child 

is therefore, dependent on each respective legal system in order to accommodate the different economic, 

social, political, cultural and legal systems of the respective state (Abdulraheem-Mustapha, 2016). A child 

therefore can be seen as an individual who ranges between the ages of 0-12years. Once an individual is 

above twelve years, he or she becomes a teenager. In other words, a child is a person who is below the 

teenage age. This period coincides with the Nigerian educational age of children in the lower basic 

classes. 

Adolescence also known as the teenage years, is a time of raging hormones, 

increased social and romantic interests, marked desire for independence and 

autonomy, and preparation to leave the family of origin (AAP, 2016). The age range for adolescence also 

varies based on the source of information. The World Health Organization (WHO, 2016) generally 

considers adolescence to include individuals between ages 10-19, but has also noted that age may be more 

related to the biological changes occurring during adolescence than the social and emotional changes. The 

CDCP (2016) defines adolescence as the time between ages 12 and 17 and divides the period into two 

groups: Young teens (ages 12–14) and teens (ages 15–17). Siegel (2013) on the other hand noted that the 

brain development processes occurring during this timeframe continue until around age 24, which makes 

a case for adolescence encompassing more than just the teenage years.  The Nigerian legal system sees 

adolescence as persons from the ages of 12 to 18 years. Adolescence therefore, is any person who ranges 

between the ages of 13-19 years. This period correspond with the Nigerian school age of adolescence in 

the upper basic and the senior secondary school. Nevertheless, from the definitions above, the two 

concepts childhood and adolescence covers a period of 0-19 years.  

Infantile Autism  

The concept of autism is associated with Kanner (1944), who described autism as a disorder, which is one 

of the high prevalent disorders. Others include Pervasive Developmental Disorder, Not Otherwise 

Specified (PDDNOS) which has autism features but where all the criteria for autism are not met, and 

Asperger’s Syndrome Very rare (ASD) that includes Rett Syndrome and Disintegrative Childhood 

Disorder (CDD) (Matson & Neal, 2009) 

Autism spectrum disorder (ASD) is a neuro-developmental disorder characterized 

by deficits in social communication and social interactions as well as restricted and 

repetitive behaviors, interests, or activities. ASD encompasses disorders previously 

referred to as early infantile autism, childhood autism, Kanner’s autism, high-functioning 
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autism, atypical autism, pervasive developmental disorder not otherwise specified, 

childhood disintegrative disorder, and Asperger’s disorder (American Psychiatric 

Association, APA, 2013). The Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC; 

2014) estimates 1 in 68 children in the United States has ASD. This prevalence has 

been on the rise, as past estimates were 1 in 110 in 2006, 1 in 125 in 2004, and 1 in 

150 in 2000 (CDC, 2014). These rates are considerably higher than 50 years ago when 

Lotter (1966) found a prevalence rate of 4.5 per 10,000. Additionally, the CDC (2014) 

reported a higher incidence in boys with 1 in 42 boys and 1 in 189 girls having ASD. 

Chantal (2014) noted that, ASD is considered a neuro-developmental disability, meaning that it affects the 

functioning of the brain.  

Autism typically appears during the first three years of life and is thought to be four times more prevalent 

in males than in females. This is an indication that the males are prone to this disorder more than their 

female folks. 

Causes of infantile autism spectrum disorder 

Research has shown that a number of factors are responsible for the cause of infantile autism disorder as 

advanced by different scholars. One of the causes could be the Biological model which can be traced to 

some genetic and biological factors present early at birth. Shaffer and Kipp (2010) posited that genes can 

be expressed in four different patterns namely; simple dominant-recessive inheritance, co-dominance, 

sex-linked inheritance, and polygenic (or multiple-gene) inheritance. With this, the offspring could inherit 

certain attributes or traits from the parents. With this, disorders can be transferred to the new born. Some 

traits are called sex-linked characteristics because they are determined by genes located on the sex 

chromosomes. In fact, the vast majority of these sex-linked attributes are produced by recessive genes that 

are found only on X chromosomes. This explains why the male are prone to autism disorder than their 

female folks because, the male inherits recessive X-linked traits than the female. Because these disorders 

are determined by recessive genes on X chromosomes, males are much more likely than females to suffer 

their harmful effects (Shaffer & Kipp, 2010). There are more than 100 sex-linked characteristics other 

than color blindness, and many of them are disabling (Plomin, DeFries, McClearn, & McGuffin, 2001).  

In 2011, the first investigation by Childhood Autism Risks from Genetics and Environment (CHARGE), 

a research program of the MIND institute at UCSD, was divided into three areas-nutrition, air pollution, 

and pesticides. The results: combination of certain unfavorable genes and a mother’s lack of vitamin 

supplementation in three months prior to conception and during first month of pregnancy significantly 

increased the risk for autism. Children born to moms living less than two blocks from a freeway were 

more likely to have autism, presumably due to exposure to automotive exhaust. Among the mothers of 

children with ASD or developmental delays, more than 20 percent were obese; in typically developing 

kids, 14 percent were obese.  

Again, infantile autism could also have its root from Perceptional cognitive model. This is for the reason 

that autism spectrum disorder is considered a neurodevelopmental disability, meaning it affects the 

functioning of the brain as posited by Chantal (2014). This explains why Ortese, (2009) holds that, 

autistic children poor communication, relationship and interaction are as a result of perception 

dysfunction of the brain. This is an indication that the brain abnormality is one of the causes of this 

disorder. The autistic children hear sounds but cannot make sense of them as normal children do. This 

makes them antisocial when it comes to interaction and relationship building. Yet another cause is the 

behavioral model which asserts that, behavior can be learned, as a result of this, the child’s social 

environment, especially the home go a long way affecting the behavior of a child. The parenting style is 

highly instrumental in shaping a child’s behavior. In broken homes, children mostly lack the basic needs 

as identified by Maslow (1943). Therefore, the personality and entire behavior of a child could be affected 

by needs ranging from love, warmth and communication among others.  

The environment model also has a role to play as a cause of autism in children. An unconducive 

environment could trigger the possibility of autism. Ortese, (2009) pointed that, post traumatic stress 

arising from bomb blast, earth quake, communal and ethnic as well as religious riots could lead to or 

sustain autistic disorder in children. Also, autism could be linked to psychodynamic model as one of its 
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possible causes. Autism as earlier noted is a disorder which can be present at birth and manifest between 

0-3 years. Children at this stage are vulnerable to complications which would have devastating effect on 

their lives. A child may become autistic because of consistent quarrel at home between parents. This 

conflict may create tension, trauma, and anxiety in the child. A little child of such ages my find it difficult 

to cope in such situations and as a result, autism may sets in. 

Characteristics of Infantile Autism Spectrum Disorder 

Infantile autism spectrum disorder is characterized by a number of features advanced by various 

researchers. Agency for Healthcare Research and Quality (2011) reported that,  individuals with ASDs 

have impaired social interaction, behavior, and communication including lack of reciprocal social 

interaction and joint attention (the ability to use nonverbal means such as pointing to direct others’ 

attention to something in which the child is interested); dysfunctional or absent communication and 

language skills; lack of spontaneous or pretend play; intense preoccupation with particular concepts or 

things; and repetitive behaviors or movements. Children with ASDs may also have impaired cognitive 

skills and sensory perception. Again, children affected with this disorder could suffer from social 

interactions impairment. Such children are said to have poor interacting skills such as eye contact, absent 

of social smile, poor peer relationship, isolation among others. These hinder their relationship with other 

individuals at various times. In any case, these may go a long way affecting their learning process in 

school therefore, affecting their academic adjustment. 

Also, language and communication deficits could be observed in autistic children as speaking to other 

persons accurately is difficult. In some cases, they repeat words or sentences for hours or days. They 

display speech pronominal reversal confusion of pronouns. They get confuse and often use you instead of 

I. Furthermore, disturbance of perception is yet another feature which is demonstrated by perceptual 

abnormalities such as poor visual and auditory discriminations and imitation responses due to stimulus or 

over selectivity. This abnormality leads to over and under responsiveness to stimuli at different times. 

Similarly, repetitive and self destructive behavior is not left out in such children. This is followed by 

some kind of behavior such as body rocking, hand-flopping, head banging, lunging and darting 

movements which serve no apparent purpose. All these are present in impair learning. These children are 

also said to consistently display inappropriate or flat effect. Unlike other normal children, they often 

laugh uncontrollably in absence of any eliciting stimuli or cry for hours without cause. Even in dangerous 

situations, they fail to display facial expressions. 

Autistic children are also said to unable to develop normal and appropriate play. They fancy the use of 

dangerous objects such as electrical switch than use of toys as such, even when they use toys, they use 

them inappropriately. In as much as change is permanent in life, these children display obsessive and 

ritualistic behaviors, normally resisting change or normal routines. Thus, arrangement, particular routs, to 

places and bed time routines are clear examples.  

Diagnosis of Infantile Autism Spectrum Disorder 

The diagnostic processes of ASD are in a state of flux and constantly being improved as discoveries are 

made. However, at this point in time there is not one specific objective or medical assessment that can be 

given to a baby, child, or adult to diagnose ASD. Rather, there exist different medicals tests that can either 

rule out other conditions or help ascertain whether or not an individual might have autism (Chantal, 

2014). Some of these medical test include; developmental screening, magnetic resonance imaging, 

genetic testing and metabolic screening among others. Some form of diagnosis is based on observable 

characteristics, that is, the behavior that a person is exhibiting.  

Due to the nature of the symptoms, ASD is sometimes difficult to diagnose at a very early age. If the 

affected child is their first, the parents have no experiences with which to compare. Seeing other toddlers 

and children develop differently, they may start to worry. When voicing these concerns to relatives, 

friends, or neighbors, the parent will often hear things like, “She’ll grow out of it.” Sometimes they are 

made to talk to their doctor about their concerns regarding the child’s lack of verbal communication and 

eye contact, his failure to respond to his name, and his obsessive attachment to certain objects. 

However, the American Psychiatric Association (APA) released the latest version of the DSM, referred to 

as the DSM-V or DSM-5, in May 2013, after ten years of work on revising the criteria for the diagnosis 
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and classification of mental disorders. Under the definition of “autism” in the DSM-IV, patients were 

diagnosed under four separate disorders: autistic disorder, Asperger’s disorder, childhood disintegrative 

disorder, or pervasive developmental disorder not otherwise specified. 

Treatment and Intervention of Infantile Autism 

In the past, there were practically no options for people with infantile autism spectrum disorder in terms 

of treatments, therapies, and interventions, and this was the source of much anguish and stress. This is 

basically because of its complex nature as a result of different factors. Consequently today, this disorder 

can be treated using a multidisciplinary approach ranging from behavioral, cognitive and pharmacological 

approach. However, autistic children should be subjected to clinical investigations to ascertain the nature, 

cause, level of severity among others before treatment can commence. This treatment can be classified as 

follows: 

Behavioral Therapy 

Interventions in the early intensive behavioral and developmental category have their basis in or draw 

from principles of applied behavior analysis (ABA), with differences in methods and setting. Applied 

behavior analysis has been used for many years to successfully teach individuals of varying abilities, and 

can be used to teach in all skill areas, including academic, self-help skills, speech and language, and 

socially appropriate behavior. Akume (2014) noted that, behaviorist therapy is aimed at behavior 

modification which is a process by which undesirable behavior is unlearned and desirable behavior is 

learned. Specific skills are taught by breaking them into small steps, teaching each step one at a time, 

building on the previous one. Different methods are used to help the child learn, such as prompting 

(helping the child by guiding him through the desired response), shaping, and rewarding (for correct 

responses). Comer (1996) contends that, behavior therapy is the most successful treatment method of 

autism. This is because behavior therapy would enable the child to unlearn the undesirable behaviors 

since behavior can be learned and unlearned. 

To this end, behavioural therapies involve teaching autistic children new appropriate behaviours, 

including speech, social skills and reduce negative dysfunctional ones. Techniques used include modeling 

in which children are induced to imitate the behaviors or skills therapists demonstrate. For example, in 

speech, the therapist systematically models how to position the mouth and how to make appropriate 

sounds, and then rewards the child’s accurate imitations.  

Communication training 

This training aimed at the use of nonvocal modes of communication, including sign languages and 

simultaneous communication (which combines sign language and speech) methods, given the inability of 

behavioral technique to anchor speech training. Other methods are the use of argumentative 

communication or written words. 

Parenting training 

This training is aimed at assisting parents to understand and accept their autistic children in other to 

provide the needed love, warmth and care to them. Once trained, parents can act as “co-therapists,” 

shaping behavior to reduce negative behaviors in daily life would be easier. Parent training interventions 

also often have secondary targets of improving parental feelings of self-efficacy and decreasing parental 

stress.  

Educational training 

Most children with infantile autism spectrum disorder receive at least some treatment in an educational 

setting, beginning with preschool. For children with this disorder, educational interventions often aim at 

promoting personal independence and social responsibility. Educational interventions have focused both 

on traditional areas of academic progression/achievement, as well as on addressing social, cognitive, and 

behavioral issues in classrooms or through specialized instruction. These interventions include the 

Treatment and Education of Autistic and Communication related handicapped Children (TEACCH) 

programme, early intervention center or classroom-based instruction, and computer based approaches. 

Classroom and center-based approaches include a blend of teaching strategies that rely on 

principles and techniques of applied behavior analysis including reinforcement based procedures such 

incidental teaching, discrete trial training, and Pivotal Response Training Educational interventions focus 
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on improving educational and cognitive skills. They are intended to be administered primarily in 

educational settings and also include studies for which the educational arm was most clearly categorized. 

(Agency for Healthcare Research and Quality, 2011) 

Medical and related interventions 

Interventions in this category are those in which a medication, supplement, or other 

substance is administered to a child with ASDs. Medical treatments for symptoms of ASDs 

comprise a variety of pharmacologic agents including antipsychotics, psycho-stimulants, and 

serotonin reuptake inhibitors (SRIs) that are generally intended to treat common comorbidities of 

ASDs. Modalities such as therapeutic diets, supplements, hormonal supplements, 

immunoglobulin, hyperbaric oxygen, and chelating agents also have been employed to treat 

ASDs symptoms (Agency for Healthcare Research and Quality, 2011). Medical interventions including 

risperidone and aripiprazole show benefit for reducing challenging behaviors in some children with 

ASDs, but side effects are significant. Ortese, (2009) observed that, although there is no evidence that 

drug treatment can alter the basic autistic disorder, a number of drugs have shown to improve some 

aspects of disorder. 

Community integration 

Community based programs, workshop, group and home programs are established to help integrate the 

autistic child into the community. Educational and home programs are aimed at teaching self-help, self 

management, social and work skills to autistic children as early as possible, to enable them function better 

in their communities. 

Counselling Implications 

The school counsellor could be called during Parents Teachers Association meetings, to give 

enlightenment talk, encouraging parents to provide children with infantile autism disorder with the basic 

needs for proper recovery and development.    

Schools could as well, organize seminars and workshops where professional counsellors could educate 

teachers on their role in the treatment of children with this disorder and should always demonstrate good 

modeling to enable them unlearn the undesirable behaviors and learn the desirable. 

School counsellors could also identify and hold some therapeutic sessions with children with this disorder 

to enable them readjust and learn the desired behaviors. Counselors as professionals have the 

responsibility of enlightening the general public on the causes and nature of this disorder to enable them 

key in as co-therapists in treating the affected children. As such this can be done in social gatherings such 

as churches, mosque and community meetings. 

Finally, the government should establish and fund counselling centres at the community and local 

government levels where professional counsellors could be employed to assist in propagating basic 

knowledge to parents, care givers and the community in general on the nature, causes and treatment of 

children with infantile autism disorder.  

 

CONCLUSION 

Infantile autism is a developmental disorder confronting childhood starting from 0-3 years. This disorder 

is said to be caused by a variety of factors including biological, perceptual cognitive, behavioural, 

environmental and psychodynamic model. Since it is complex in nature, its treatment can employ a 

multidisciplinary approach requiring, pharmachological, cognitive and behavioral patterns. It is important 

to note that, autism children can be treated and as well become meaningful in the society. 
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